Given the operations of subtraction and reciprocaltaking we show that the operation of multiplication is determined in any field. The amusing difference is that for characteristic 2 it is not given by a formula while for other characteristics, it is.
The identity xy = ((* + y -2)-1 -(i + y + 2)~l)~l -((x-y-2)-' -(x -y + 2)~Tl shows how multiplication of real numbers is determined from the operation of subtraction and the taking of reciprocals. In more colorful language: a machine which can perform subtractions and take reciprocals can be programmed to multiply. has the unique solution t = xy (unless x or y is 0 or 1 in which case the product is determined anyway). (4) and (5) together, then, prove that xy is determined. To prove (3) we consider the set, A, obtained from the symbols x, y, 1 by applying the operation of subtraction and the taking of reciprocals and reducing coefficients (mod 2). 5 will then consist of certain rational functions and it is our purpose to prove that xyEA.
Consider in fact the set, B, of rational functions, (P(x, y)/Q(x, y)) (mod 2), with the property that P(x, y)Q(x, y) has no terms xmy" with both m and n odd. This definition is meaningful since PR ■ QR has the property iff P • Q does. We show (6) 1 = B.
First we show that SÇ. T. (Actually this is all that is necessary to establish (3) but we will include the other inclusion for the sake of completeness.)
Clearly 1, x, y ET and B is closed under reciprocals. That it is closed under addition can be seen also. Namely let P/QEB, R/SEB, their sum is (PS+QR)/QS and we examine (PS+QR)QS = PQ ■ S2 +RS • Q2. By hypothesis neither of these terms contains a monomial with both exponents odd. Thus their sum contains no such monomial and so indeed P/Q+R/SEB. The proof is complete. From this we conclude inductively that xm, ynES for all m, n.
